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ABSTRACT
Obesity has been associated with adverse Coronavirus disease [COVID-19] outcomes; obesity is associated
with sub-optimal immune function, including vitamin D and zinc deficiencies, two micronutrients essential for
immune function, including anti-viral activity. The co-occurrence of vitamin D and zinc deficiencies have been
documented. These exposures have been widely discussed in both scientific and popular literature. Thus, a
critical review of the association between obesity, vitamin D and zinc, in relation to the COVID pandemic, is
appropriate. Evidence strongly associates obesity and adverse COVID outcomes including hospitalization,
intensive care hospitalization, need for mechanical ventilation and death. While the mechanisms associating
vitamin D and zinc to immune function are well-delineated, clinical trials of these nutrients fail to identify
efficacy in the prevention or treatment of COVID. Further studies are warranted in susceptible populations.
It is important that healthcare professionals practice evidence-based care; thus at this point, neither vitamin
D nor zinc can be recommended as a preventive or cure for COVID.
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Obesity
associated with
reduced vitamin
D levels and
reduced
immune
function.

Obesity
associated with
reduced zinc
levels and
reduced
immune
function.

Obesity associated
with reduced
immune function
and increased
adverse COVID
outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

gain during this period [4]. The long-term impact of

The global pandemic of SARS-CoV-2 COVID-19

these changes has not yet been evaluated.

(COVID) has prompted many governments to

addition to alterations in body weight, the

implement and enforce screening, mitigation, wide-

pandemic is typified by a great deal of online

scale self-isolation and/or suppression strategies in

information about the role of specific nutrients in

attempts to control the outbreak [1]. This was

COVID prevention and treatment, particularly

particularly true prior to the availability of

Vitamin D and Zinc. Conceptually, an association

vaccinations; however, the circulation of new

between obesity and adverse COVID outcomes

variants despite high levels of vaccine uptake has

have been identified [5]; obesity is associated with

led to the re-implementation of varying intensities

sub-optimal

of lockdown strategies, with poor suppression of

deficiencies in vitamin D and zinc [6-7]. Both

transmission [2]. Both the outbreak itself, which

vitamin D and zinc are essential for immune

exposed the public to a here-to-for unknown

function and have documented anti-viral properties

pathogen, and the governmental response to the

[8]; important metabolic associations between

outbreak, which caused economic and social

vitamin D and zinc have been identified [9], and the

devastation, were [and remain] sources of anxiety

co-occurrence of vitamin D and zinc deficiencies

[3].

have been documented [10].

immune

function,

In

including

As a result of the lockdowns, many people

Thus, the objective of the present review is to

reported alterations in their usual dietary and

assess the impact of energy intake, body weight,

physical activity routines, many reporting weight
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vitamin D, and zinc nutriture on COVID prevention

reported weight gain (but not weight loss) during

and treatment in the general population.

the pandemic reported greater anxiety. These
findings persisted even after controlling for

Energy Intake and Body Weight Change During

potential confounders such as age, sex, and the

COVID:

language in which the survey was completed.

An

association

between

overweight/obesity and adverse COVID outcomes

A meta-analysis including more than 45,000

including hospitalization, ventilation, and death,

individuals in 30 studies assessed the impact of

was identified early in the pandemic [11].

body mass index [BMI] -defined obesity (BMI ≥ 30

Specifically, computed tomography (CT)-measured

kg/m2) or visceral adipose tissue (VAT)-defined

visceral fat and intramuscular fat have been shown

adiposity on adverse COVID outcomes, including

to be positively associated with adverse outcomes

hospitalization, intensive care unit (ICU) admission,

from COVID [12]. By contrast, one study found that

mechanical ventilation, or death [15]. In univariate

epicardial adipose tissue attenuation is a marker of

analyses,

inflammation, but not obesity, predicted admission

increased odds of adverse outcome by 67%. These

to intensive care among COVID patients who

findings remained robust in multivariate analyses.

underwent CT for pneumonia [13].

To assess the impact of VAT on COVID outcomes,

BMI-defined

obesity

significantly

An international survey of dietary changes

the standardized mean difference (SMD) was used,

during the pandemic was conducted during the first

which is an estimate of effect size. To calculate the

quarter of 2020 and included almost 4000

SMD, the placebo improvement is subtracted from

participants. Available in seven languages, the

the new treatment improvement, and the

survey examined self-reported changes in diet

difference is divided by the pooled standard

quality. It was measured using a modified

deviation of the two measures [16]. Thus, if the

Mediterranean Diet Score and associated these

SMD is greater than zero, one can conclude that the

changes with anxiety as measured using the

new treatment is more effective than placebo; on

General Anxiety Disorder (GAD) scale [14]. Almost

the other hand, if the SMD is less than zero, one can

25% of respondents reported weight gain, while

conclude that the new treatment is less effective

17.2% reported weight loss. The anxiety score was

than the placebo. Patients with VAT-defined

significantly inversely associated with the total diet

obesity can be conceived of as the new treatment

quality score, indicating that individuals who

group, while patients without VAT-defined obesity

reported diets closer to the Mediterranean Diet

can be conceived of as the placebo group. People

pattern experienced (or at least reported)] less

with severe COVID had significantly greater VAT

anxiety. When individual diet score components

accumulation, and overall SMD for severe COVID

were examined, consumption of the following

(requiring

items was significantly positively associated with

mechanical ventilation, or death) was 0.50 (95% CI:

anxiety: butter, margarine or cream, sweetened

0.33, 0.68; P<0.001), indicating significantly greater

beverages; red meat; alcoholic beverages; savory

risk for poor outcomes in people with VAT-defined

baked goods; and salty snacks. On the other hand,

obesity.

consumption

of

the

following

items

was

Overall,

hospitalization,

obesity

has

ICU

been

admission,

consistently

significantly inversely associated with anxiety: fish,

associated with increased risk for poor COVID

nuts, hummus, tahini, or refried beans. People who

outcomes,

reported that their diet during the pandemic was of

comorbidities. This may underpin some of the

poorer quality than their diet prior to the pandemic

increased anxiety identified in individuals with

also reported greater anxiety. Similarly, those who

weight gain during the pandemic. It has been

particularly

in

individuals

with
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suggested that the mechanism explaining this

the equator as an estimation of mean sun exposure

association is driven by insulin resistance and

and correlated this to COVID-19 mortality in 88

increased circulating inflammatory cytokines [17]. It

countries. The association was attributed to

has not been shown that weight loss reduces

alterations in Vitamin D levels associated with sun

anxiety; on the contrary, reduced food intake prior

exposure [30]. This concept is further supported by

to hospitalization has been identified as a predictor

observations

of poor outcomes in patients admitted with COVID;

mortality among individuals with darker skin [31].

moreover, obesity was found to be protective

Indeed, it has been shown that vitamin D deficiency

against in-hospital mortality among people without

was almost nine times more prevalent among lower

comorbidities [18].

non-Hispanic African Americans than non-Hispanic

regarding

increased

COVID-19

Caucasians [32]. Particularly vulnerable are elderly
Vitamin D: Technically a hormone rather than a

individuals,

among

whom

pre-existing,

age-

vitamin, Vitamin D can be generated in the skin

associated immune dysregulation coupled with

when the precursor molecule absorbs light energy

vitamin D deficiency explained increased COVID-19

[19]. Vitamin D can also be absorbed from food,

mortality rates [33]. It is noteworthy that sun

such as fatty fish and fortified foods [20]. Well

exposure among the elderly, particularly those who

known for its role in bone metabolism, vitamin D is

live in long-term care facilities, is less than that of

also essential for innate immune function [21].

other individuals [34].

Innate immunity, the body’s initial and immediate

Investigators studied four patients with

response to a pathogenic challenge, involves the

vitamin D deficiency diagnosed with COVID-19 in

complement system and includes neutrophil and

April 2020 and treated them with either low dose

macrophage antimicrobial responses. Monocytes

(1000 I/U) or high dose (50,000 I/U) vitamin D for

and macrophages can phagocytose pathogens [22].

five days. Patients who received high dose vitamin

Additionally, they can sense pathogen-associated

D achieved normalization of vitamin D levels,

molecular patterns from bacteria, parasites, fungi,

shorter hospital stay, lower supplemental oxygen

and viruses [23].

Vitamin D enhances innate

requirement, and reduced blood markers of

immunity by inducing anti-viral peptides, including

inflammation [35]. While case series are not

NOD2/CARD15-defensin β2 [24] and cathelicidin

actually research (no hypothesis is tested), this

[25], thereby improving mucosal defenses.

encouraging report no doubt encouraged further

In addition to the role of vitamin D in innate
immunity, deficient serum vitamin D is associated

research in the use of vitamin D as a therapeutic in
COVID-19.

with both increased autoimmunity [26] and

Cross-sectional studies measure exposure and

increased susceptibility to infection [27]. Vitamin D

outcome simultaneously. This study design was

has also been shown to inhibit cytokine storms [28].

ideal in the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic

The winter outbreak pattern typical of

when longitudinal data were not available. In one

influenza A is explained by the seasonal stimulus

such study, investigators noted that hospitalized

hypothesis. According to this theory, influenza A

individuals with vitamin D deficiency were 4.6 times

outbreaks correspond to seasonal reduction in sun

more likely to be positive for COVID-19 than their

exposure,

non-vitamin

reducing

vitamin

D

levels,

and

D

deficient

counterparts.

This

suppressing immune response [29]. While the

association persisted after controlling for potential

seasonality of COVID-19 has not yet been

confounders, including age, sex, and comorbidities

established, associations with sun exposure have

[36]. Similarly, vitamin D deficiency defined as <30

been reported. An ecologic study used proximity to

nmol/L, increased the risk of severed COVID-19 by
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Prospective studies begin with the exposure,
in this case, vitamin D levels, and follow participants

These findings support the notion of an

forward in time to ascertain the outcome. Due to

association between vitamin D deficiency and risk

them begining with the exposure, temporality can

for COVID-19 and disease severity but cannot

be firmly established, permitting determination of

establish causality. By definition, when exposure

causality.

and outcome are contemporaneously measured,

One prospective study of 410 patients

temporality cannot be established, a prerequisite to

admitted for COVID-19 categorized vitamin D levels

determining causality.

as deficient (< 20 ng/mL) or not based on blood

Several retrospective studies have been

tests obtained at hospital admission. These

reported on the association between vitamin D and

admission serum vitamin D levels did not correlate

COVID-19. One study compared vitamin D levels in

with inflammatory markers or clinical outcomes,

COVID-19 patients by vital status (recovered vs.

including death [41].

deceased). An overall difference in vitamin D levels

prospective study found that habitual vitamin D

was not identified; however, among individuals

supplementation was significantly associated with

with severe COVID-19, vitamin D levels were lower

reduced risk of subsequent COVID-19 infection;

among those who died than among those who

however, blood vitamin D levels and genetically

ultimately recovered [38]. In a large retrospective

predicted blood vitamin D levels were not

study in the US, vitamin D levels ascertained prior

associated with COVID-19 risk. It cannot be ruled

to COVID-19 testing did not differ between white

out that self-supplementation with vitamin D

individuals who tested positive or negative for

represents some other behavior associated with

COVID 19; however, among Black participants,

reduced COVID-19 risk, because vitamin D levels

those with vitamin D levels < 40 ng/mL were at

and predicted vitamin D levels did not differ by

increased risk of a positive COVID-19 test [39].

vitamin D supplementation [42]. Randomized

Another

in

clinical trials provide convincing evidence for the

individuals enrolled in a New York City Health

efficacy for interventions by reducing confounding

System and positive for COVID-19 found that

and isolating the influence of the therapeutic or

vitamin D deficiency, defined as levels < 20 ng/mL,

preventive exposure.

retrospective

study

conducted

increased the risk of needing oxygen support
therapy, but not for hospitalization or death [40].
Compared

to

cross-sectional

studies,

By contrast, another

In a clinical trial, 240 individuals were
randomized to treatment with a single dose of 200
000 IU of vitamin D3 or placebo. The trial was

retrospective studies suggest that the association

designed

between vitamin D levels and COVID-19 outcomes

intervention on duration of hospital stay, defined as

is nuanced. It becomes clear that the association

the number of days from admission to discharge.

might be conditional on patient characteristics such

This outcome did not differ by treatment

as race. However, retrospective studies are limited

assignment. While vitamin D levels increased

to individuals with a measure of vitamin D status

dramatically in the active treatment group vs.

prior to the ascertainment of COVID-19 status. Such

placebo, differences in secondary endpoints,

individuals may be at different risk for COVID-19

including mortality, need for mechanical ventilation

than others due to comorbidities or medical follow-

or admission to intensive care unit, did not differ by

up. This would impact the external validity of the

vitamin D treatment [43].

findings.

to examine

the

efficacy of

this

In a pilot study, 50 patients were randomized
to treatment with oral calcifediol [0.532 mg]
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beginning on the day of admission, then on days 3

In addition to its role in immune function, it is

and 7, and weekly thereafter. The control group

perhaps the role of zinc in the maintenance of taste

received

comparator

and smell that targeted it as a potential preventive

treatment. Of the 50 patients treated with

or therapeutic for COVID. Zinc deficiency has been

calcifediol, one required admission to the ICU (2%),

associated with impaired immune function, delayed

compared to 13 of the 26 patients who received no

wound healing, and smell and taste disturbances in

treatment. This represents a relative reduction of

the elderly [50].

ICU admission risk of 98%, an association that

associated with risk for pneumonia in elderly

remained robust after controlling for comorbid

individuals [51]. Both olfactory dysfunction and

type 2 diabetes or hypertension. No deaths were

dysgeusia have been identified as early diagnostic

observed in the calcifediol group, while two deaths

signs of COVID, particularly when simultaneously

were observed in the control group among the 13

present [52].

neither

placebo

nor

patients who had been admitted to ICU [44].

These

Zinc deficiency has been

functions

associated

with

zinc

Overall, it can be concluded that while vitamin

deficiency have prompted studies of zinc in the

D is clearly associated with immune function, its

prevention and treatment of COVID. The concept is

efficacy in the prevention or treatment of COVID

that “immunity boosters,” including zinc, can

has not yet been demonstrated in clinical trials.

prevent COVID by stimulating T-cells, B-cells, and
neutrophils; neutralizing free radicals, promoting

Zinc: Both animal and clinical studies have

cytokine

proliferation

and

inhibiting

demonstrated the role of Zinc in a variety of

immunosuppression [53]. Zinc has been identified

biological processes as a a signaling molecule, a

as having a possible role in preventing viral

cofactor, and as a structural element. Zinc, an

attachment, penetration, infection, and replication

essential element, is distributed largely in muscle

[54]. Zinc is an important component of nutrition-

and bone, and secondarily in the skin and liver;

based immunity and individuals deficient in zinc are

almost all located intracellularly [45]. Adequate

at increased risk for viral infection [55].

zinc nutriture is essential for normal growth and

The antiviral properties of zinc have largely

development in infants and children, and is

been studied in viruses other than COVID [56].

involved in cell differentiation, especially in tissues

Thus, the processes through which this mineral may

typified

as

prevent/treat COVID is largely extrapolatory. COVID

gastrointestinal cells and cells involved in immunity

infection begins in the respiratory epithelium,

[46]. Metabolically ubiquitous, zinc has been shown

where the virus binds to angiotensin converting

to be essential to more than 300 enzymic reactions,

enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors, activating nuclear

including the function of metalloproteins and the

factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B

induction of oxido-reductase, hydrolase ligase,

cells (NF-kB), which, in turn, induces expression of

lyase, superoxide dismutase and phospholipase C

pro-inflammatory genes. Zinc inhibits NF-kB, thus

[47]. Zinc finger motifs stabilize protein sub-

diminishing the inflammatory response, preventing

domains, facilitating interaction with other proteins

the “cytokine storm” [57]. From this mechanism, it

[48]. Zinc can form complexes with proteins and

has been proposed that zinc supplementation could

nucleic acids; participate in the transmission and

both prevent disease and mitigate symptoms in

regulation of genes; regulate the storage, synthesis

individuals who have become infected with COVID

and action of peptide hormones; and maintain

[58].

by

rapid

proliferation

structural membranes [49].

such

A randomized, controlled clinical trial provides
the best format in which to directly test the efficacy
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of an intervention. One clinical trial conducted in a

supporting resistance to infectious disease and

single health care system aimed to test whether

reducing adverse outcomes in the event of illness.

treatment with zinc and/or vitamin C could reduce

Associated with general well-being, good nutrition

the severity and/or duration of symptoms in 214

may facilitate better coping skills and reduce

adult outpatients with COVID [59]. All participants

anxiety during lockdowns [61]. It can safely be

were positive for COVID using PCR and were

stated that achieving and maintaining a healthy

randomized to one of four groups: zinc gluconate

body weight and ensuring consumption of a high

(50 mg/day); ascorbic acid (8000 mg/day), both; or

quality diet including a variety of fruit and

neither. Patients were followed prospectively to

vegetables, is always prudent [62].

determine the number of days necessary to achieve

BMI has been established as a risk factor for

a 50% reduction in symptom severity score on

adverse COVID outcomes, including increased risk

which each of the following indicators was rated on

for hospitalization [63], ICU admission [64],

a 4-point scale: fever, cough, shortness of breath

mechanical ventilation [65] and death [66].

and fatigue. Secondarily, the following outcomes

Additionally, the pandemic appears to be increasing

were assessed: days required to achieve a total

obesity levels [67], a phenomenon that could

symptom score of 0; cumulative symptom severity

prompt public health officials to conceive of

score on Day 5; hospitalization; death; prescribed

preventive interventions.

medications; and adverse events associated with

Adequate vitamin D nutriture in the context of

the study interventions. A 50% reduction in

a healthy diet should be emphasized, particularly in

symptom severity score was achieved at 5.9±4.9

individuals

days in the zinc group; 5.5±3.7 days in the ascorbic

deficiency. It is important to remember, however,

acid group; 5.5±3.4 days in the group receiving both

that indiscriminate supplementation is not without

interventions; and 6.7±4.4 days in the group that

potential harm; indeed, hypervitaminosis D can

received neither intervention (p=0.45). The study

occur [68]. Several mechanisms through which

was stopped for lack of benefit.

vitamin D influences the human immune system

with

demonstrated

vitamin

D

A meta-analysis reported a lack evidence for

have been delineated; however, evidence of its

the efficacy of zinc supplementation for COVID

preventive or therapeutic efficacy in human

treatment [60]. In this analysis, which included four

populations with COVID-19 is currently lacking.

published studies (including the above-mentioned

Nevertheless, individuals with inadequate vitamin

study) and 1474 participants, found that among

D

zinc-treated participants, survival to hospital

professional regarding

discharge was 56.8% vs.75.9% in the comparator

supplemental sources to ensure adequate intake.

group; in-hospital death was 22.3% in zinc-

Zinc is also essential to optimal immune system

supplemented individuals vs. 13.6% in the

function. While approximately 15% of US adults are

comparator group; neither of these comparisons

zinc deficient [69], the majority are not. Groups at

was statistically significant.

The difference in

increased risk for zinc deficiency include people

duration of hospital stay was significant: 7.7± 3.7

with Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis [70];

days in zinc-treated participants vs. 7.2± 3.9 days in

individuals who have undergone bariatric surgery

the standard treatment group (p<0.001).

[71]; vegetarians [72]; and alcoholics [73]. Clearly

nutriture

should consult with a health
appropriate

diet and

there is room to assess zinc nutriture in these
DISCUSSION

vulnerable groups and to study the need for

Good nutrition and maintenance of a healthy body

supplementation in the face of the pandemic.

weight is essential for immune function, both
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Table 1: Summary of main clinical findings.
Authors [reference]
Kaufman-Shriqui et al.
[14]
Huang et al. [15]

Body weight/BMI and COVID risk
Main Findings
Conclusions
Participants with poor diet quality and/or Obesity increases risk of adverse
weight gain reported greater anxiety.
COVID outcomes; evidence that
BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 significantly increased risk weight loss will reduce COVID risk
of any adverse outcome was 67% in people after infection is lacking
with BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2.

Vitamin D and COVID risk
Authors [reference]
Main Findings
Whittemore PB [30]
Variability in COVID rates attributable to
sun exposure.
Ayoubkhani D et al.
[31]

Increased COVID risk in individuals with
darker skin.

Ohaegbulam KC et al.
[35]

Case series: patients treated with high dose
(>5000 I/U day) vitamin D achieved
normalization of vitamin D levels, shorter
hospital stay, lower supplemental oxygen
requirement, and reduced blood markers
of inflammation.

Tehrani S et al. [38]

Retrospective study: patients who died
from COVID had lower vitamin D levels than
those who survived.

Jevalikar G et al. [41]

Prospective study: blood vitamin D levels
did not predict COVID outcomes

Murai IH [43]

Clinical trial: subjects randomized to
vitamin D had increased blood vitamin D
levels but did not differ from subjects
randomized to placebo in terms of hospital
stay, intensive care admission, need for
mechanical ventiallation or death

Zinc and COVID risk
Authors [reference]
Thomas S et al. [59]

Szarpak L et al. [60]

Main Findings
Clinical trial: subjects randomized to
treatment with high dose zinc, vitamin C,
both, or neither. Time to achieve a 50%
reduction in symptom severity score
(primary endpoint) did not differ by
treatment. Secondary endpoints including
death, hospitalization and adverse events
also did not differ by treatment. The study
was terminated due to lack of benefit.
This
meta-analysis
included
1474
participants from four studies. Zinc-treated
patients did not differ from controls by inhospital death or survival to hospital
discharge. Compared to controls, zinctreated patients had significantly longer
duration of hospitalization

Conclusions
It is biologically plausible that
vitamin D, which has anti-viral
activity and supports immune
function, would function in the
prevention/treatment of COVID;
however, better designed studies do
not support this association.

Conclusions
Like vitamin D, zinc is a biologically
plausible intervention due to its
immunomodulatory and anti-viral
effects. However, intervention
studies and a meta-analysis fail to
demonstrate efficacy.
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CONCLUSIONS

at this time that specific micronutrients, particularly

The main clinical findings discussed herein are

vitamin D and zinc, alter COVID-associated

summarized in Table 1. As can be seen, while

outcomes. Further studies are warranted in

excess body weight emerges as a clear risk factor

susceptible populations

for COVID and its outcomes, there is little evidence
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